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About This Guide
This guide provides regulatory, safety and environmental information that is compliant with U.S.,
Canadian, and international regulations for notebook computers, desktops, thin clients and personal
workstations.
WARNING! Text set off in this manner indicates that failure to follow directions could result in bodily
harm or loss of life.
CAUTION: Text set off in this manner indicates that failure to follow directions could result in
damage to equipment or loss of information.
NOTE:

Text set off in this manner provides important supplemental information.
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Regulatory notices for notebook
computers

This chapter provides country- and region-specific non-wireless and wireless regulatory notices and
compliance information for the computer product. Some of these notices may not apply to your
product.
One or more integrated wireless devices may be installed. In some environments, the use of wireless
devices may be restricted. Such restrictions may apply on-board airplanes, in hospitals, near
explosives, in hazardous locations, and so on. If you are uncertain of the policy that applies to the use
of this product, ask for authorization to use it before you turn it on.
To identify a hardware device such as a wireless LAN (WLAN) network device, choose the procedure
below that corresponds to the operating system running on your computer.
For Windows Vista®, follow these steps:
1.

Select Start > Computer > System properties.

2.

In the left pane, click Device Manager.

For later Windows operating systems, such as Windows 7, follow these steps:
▲

Select Start > Control Panel > System and Security > Device Manager.

For non-Windows operating systems, follow the instructions provided by your operating system to
identify a hardware device such as a wireless LAN (WLAN) network device.
Regulatory markings for your country or region may be located on the bottom of the product, either
under the battery, under a user-removable door (or some other user-accessible location), or on the
wireless or modem module.
To view the FCC IDs for any radio modules in your notebook (Bluetooth®, WLAN, or WWAN), follow
these steps:
1.

Turn on or restart the computer, and then press esc while the "Press the ESC key for Startup
Menu" message is displayed at the bottom of the screen.

2.

Press f10 to enter BIOS Setup.

3.

Select the System Configuration menu.

The FCC IDs are displayed at the bottom of the screen.
CAUTION: Devices not for sale or use in the United States may not have an FCC ID.
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Federal Communications Commission notice
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device,
pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can
radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may
cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference
will not occur in a particular installation.
If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be
determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the
interference by one or more of the following measures:
●

Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

●

Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.

●

Connect the equipment to an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is
connected.

●

Consult the dealer or an experienced radio or television technician for help.

Modifications
The FCC requires the user to be notified that any changes or modifications made to this device that
are not expressly approved by HP may void the user's authority to operate the equipment.

Cables
To maintain compliance with FCC Rules and Regulations, connections to this device must be made
with shielded cables having metallic RFI/EMI connector hoods.
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Declaration of Conformity for products marked with the FCC logo
(United States only)
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following 2
conditions:
1.

This device may not cause harmful interference.

2.

This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation.

If you have questions about the product that are not related to this declaration, write to
Hewlett-Packard Company
P. O. Box 692000, Mail Stop 530113
Houston, TX 77269-2000
For questions regarding this FCC declaration, write to
Hewlett-Packard Company
P. O. Box 692000, Mail Stop 510101
Houston, TX 77269-2000
or call HP at 281-514-3333
To identify your product, refer to the part, series, or model number located on the product.

Products with wireless LAN devices or HP Mobile Broadband Modules
This device must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with any other antenna or transmitter.
WARNING! Exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation The radiated output power of this device is
below the FCC radio frequency exposure limits. Nevertheless, the device should be used in such a
manner that the potential for human contact is minimized during normal operation of tablet PCs and
notebook computers.
During normal operation of tablet PCs and notebook computers with displays equal to or less than 12
inches: To avoid the possibility of exceeding the FCC radio frequency exposure limits, human
proximity to the antennas should not be less than 2.5 cm (1 inch). To identify the location of the
wireless antennas, refer to the computer user guides. To access the user guides, select Start > Help
and Support > User Guides.
During normal operation of notebook computers with displays greater than 12 inches: To avoid the
possibility of exceeding the FCC radio frequency exposure limits, human proximity to the antennas
should not be less than 20 cm (8 inches), including when the computer display is closed. To identify
the location of the wireless antennas, refer to the computer user guides. To access the user guides,
select Start > Help and Support > User Guides.
CAUTION: When using IEEE 802.11a wireless LAN, this product is restricted to indoor use, due to
its operation in the 5.15- to 5.25-GHz frequency range. The FCC requires this product to be used
indoors for the frequency range of 5.15 GHz to 5.25 GHz to reduce the potential for harmful
interference to co-channel mobile satellite systems. High-power radar is allocated as the primary user
of the 5.25- to 5.35-GHz and 5.65- to 5.85-GHz bands. These radar stations can cause interference
with and/or damage to this device.

Federal Communications Commission notice
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Brazil notice
Este equipamento opera em caráter secundário, isto é, não tem direito a proteção contra
interferência prejudicial, mesmo de estações do mesmo tipo, e não pode causar interferência a
sistemas operando em caráter primário.
Este equipamento atende aos limites de Taxa de Absorção Específica referente à exposição a
campos elétricos, magnéticos e eletromagnéticos de radiofreqüências adotados pela ANATEL.

Canada notices
This Class B digital apparatus meets all requirements of the Canadian Interference-Causing
Equipment Regulations. If this device has WLAN or Bluetooth capability, the device complies with
Industry Canada licence-exempt RSS standard(s). Operation is subject to the following two
conditions: (1) this device may not cause interference, and (2) this device must accept any
interference, including interference that may cause undesired operation of the device.
WARNING! Exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation: The radiated output power of this device is
below the Industry Canada radio frequency exposure limits. Nevertheless, the device should be used
in such a manner that the potential for human contact is minimized during normal operation.
During normal operation of tablet PCs and notebook computers with displays equal to or less than
30.5 cm (12 inches): To avoid the possibility of exceeding the Industry Canada radio frequency
exposure limits, human proximity to the antennas should not be less than 2.5 cm (1 inch). To identify
the location of the wireless antennas, refer to the computer user guides. To access the user guides,
select Start > Help and Support > User Guides.
During normal operation of notebook computers with displays greater than 30.5 cm (12 inches): To
avoid the possibility of exceeding the Industry Canada radio frequency exposure limits, human
proximity to the antennas should not be less than 20 cm (8 inches), including when the computer
display is closed. To identify the location of the wireless antennas, refer to the computer user guides.
To access the user guides, select Start > Help and Support > User Guides.
CAUTION: When using IEEE 802.11a wireless LAN, this product is restricted to indoor use, due to
its operation in the 5.15- to 5.25-GHz frequency range. Industry Canada requires this product to be
used indoors for the frequency range of 5.15 GHz to 5.25 GHz to reduce the potential for harmful
interference to co-channel mobile satellite systems. High-power radar is allocated as the primary user
of the 5.25- to 5.35-GHz and 5.65- to 5.85-GHz bands. These radar stations can cause interference
with and/or damage to this device.
The antennas for this device are not replaceable. Any attempt at user access will damage your
computer.

European Union Regulatory notices
Products bearing the CE marking comply with the following EU Directives:
●

Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC

●

EMC Directive 2004/108/EC

●

Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC where applicable

CE compliance of this product is valid if powered with the correct CE-marked AC adapter provided by
HP.
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If this product has wired and/or wireless telecommunications functionality, it also complies with the
essential requirements of EU Directive R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC.
Compliance with these directives implies conformity to applicable harmonized European standards
(European Norms) that are listed in the EU Declaration of Conformity issued by HP for this product or
product family and available (in English only) either within the product documentation or at the
following Web site: www.hp.eu/certificates (type the product number in the search box).
The compliance is indicated by one of the following conformity markings placed on the product:
●

For non-telecommunications products and for EU harmonized telecommunications products,
such as Bluetooth®, within power class below 10 mW.

●

For EU non-harmonized telecommunications products (if applicable, a 4-digit notified body
number is inserted between CE and ! (the exclamation mark).

Please refer to the regulatory label provided on the product.
The telecommunications functionality of this product may be used in the following EU and EFTA
countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, and United Kingdom.
The telephone connector (not available for all products) is intended for connection to analog
telephone networks.
NOTE: For products with wireless LAN devices, some countries may have specific obligations or
special requirements about the operation of wireless LAN networks such as indoor use only or
restrictions of the channels available. Be sure that the country settings of the wireless network are
correct.
In France, certain restrictions apply for the 2.4-GHz wireless LAN operation of this product. This
product may be used indoors for the entire 2400-MHz to 2483.5-MHz frequency band (channels 1 to
13). For outdoor use, only the 2400-MHz to 2454-MHz frequency band (channels 1 to 7) may be
used. For the latest requirements, see http://www.arcep.fr.
The point of contact for regulatory matters is Hewlett-Packard GmbH, Dept./MS: HQ-TRE,
Herrenberger Strasse 140, 71034 Boeblingen, GERMANY.

European Union Regulatory notices
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Products with wireless modules
THIS DEVICE MEETS INTERNATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR EXPOSURE TO RADIO FREQUENCY
RADIATION.
The wireless module in your notebook computer is a radio transmitter and receiver. The device is
designed not to exceed the limits for exposure to radio frequency (RF) recommended by international
guidelines (ICNIRP). These limits are part of comprehensive guidelines that establish permitted levels
of RF radiation for the general population. The guidelines were developed by independent scientific
organizations through periodic and thorough evaluation of scientific studies. The device also meets
the European R&TTE directives, including the protection of the health and the safety of the user and
any other person.
The exposure standard for mobile devices employs a unit of measurement known as the Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR).* The SAR was obtained by testing the device at standard operating positions
with the device transmitting at its highest certified power level in all tested frequency bands. The
actual SAR of the device while operating can be well below the maximum value, because the device
operates at multiple power levels and uses only the power required to reach the network.
When installed in the notebook computer, this device meets RF exposure guidelines when the
antennas are positioned at a minimum distance from the body. In order to transmit data or messages,
this device requires a quality connection to the network. In some cases, transmission of data or
messages may be delayed until such a connection becomes available. Be sure that the
recommended distance is observed until the transmission is complete.
*The non-FCC, international guidelines state that the SAR limit for mobile devices used by the public
is 2.0 watts/kilogram (W/kg) averaged over 10 grams of body tissue. The guidelines incorporate a
substantial margin of safety to give additional protection for the public and to account for any
variations in measurements. SAR values may vary depending on national reporting requirements and
the network band.
This equipment incorporates a radio transmitting and receiving device. In normal use, a separation
distance of 20 cm ensures that radio frequency exposure levels comply with the Australian and New
Zealand Standards.

Ergonomics notice
Germany
Mobile computers bearing the "GS" approval mark meet the ergonomic requirements and are suitable
only for short-time use of VDU tasks. When a mobile computer is used for display work tasks where
the Visual Display Unit (VDU) Directive 90/270/EEC is applicable, an adequate external keyboard is
required. Depending on the application and task, an adequate external monitor may also be
necessary to attain working conditions comparable to a workstation setup.
Ref: EK1-ITB 2000
This device is intended for use at visual display workplaces in compliance with BildscharbV, only with
external keyboard and adequate external monitor.
During mobile use with disadvantageous illumination conditions (e.g. direct sun light) reflections may
occur which result in reduced readability.
Mobile Computer, welche das "GS" Zeichen tragen, entsprechen den ergonomischen Anforderungen
und sind nur für kurzzeitige Benutzung von Bildschirmarbeitsaufgaben geeignet. Wird ein mobiler
Computer für Bildschirmarbeitsaufgaben verwendet, wo die Richtlinie 90/270/EEG
(Bildschirmarbeitsrichtlinie) anzuwenden ist, wird eine geeignete externe Tastatur notwendig.
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Abhängig von der Anwendung und der Aufgabe kann ein geeigneter externer Monitor erforderlich
sein, um vergleichbare Arbeitsbedingungen zu einem stationären Arbeitsplatz zu erreichen.
Ref: EK1-ITB 2000
Das Gerät ist für die Benutzung am Bildschirmarbeitsplatz gemäß BildscharbV nur mit externer
Tastatur und geeignetem Monitor vorgesehen.
Bei mobiler Nutzung mit ungünstigen Lichtverhältnissen (z.B. direkte Sonneneinstrahlung) kann es zu
Reflexionen und damit zu Einschränkungen der Lesbarkeit der dargestellten Zeichen kommen.

Japan notices

Wireless LAN 802.11b devices

Wireless LAN 802.11g devices

Bluetooth devices

Japan notices
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Wireless LAN, Wireless WAN, and Bluetooth certification markings
この製品には、認証済みの無線機器を搭載しています。
This product contains certified radio equipment.

South Korea notices

Mexico notice
La operación de este equipo está sujeta a las siguientes dos condiciones: (1) este equipo puede que
no cause interferencia y (2) este equipo debe aceptar cualquier interferencia, incluyendo interferencia
que pueda ser causada por la operación no deseada.

Singapore wireless notice
Turn off any WWAN devices while you are onboard aircraft. The use of these devices onboard aircraft
is illegal, may be dangerous to the operation of the aircraft, and may disrupt the cellular network.
Failure to observe this instruction may lead to suspension or denial of cellular services to the
offender, or legal action, or both.
Users are reminded to restrict the use of radio equipment in fuel depots, chemical plants, and where
blasting operations are in progress.
As with other mobile radio transmitting equipment, users are advised that for satisfactory operation of
the equipment and for the safety of personnel, no part of the human body should be allowed to come
too close to the antennas during operation of the equipment.
This device has been designed to comply with applicable requirements for exposure to radio waves,
based on scientific guidelines that include margins intended to assure the safety of all people,
regardless of health and age. These radio wave exposure guidelines employ a unit of measurement
known as the specific absorption rate (SAR). Tests for SAR are conducted using standardized
methods, with the phone transmitting at its highest certified power level in all used frequency bands.
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The SAR data information is based on CENELEC's standards EN50360 and EN50361, which use the
limit of 2 watts per kilogram, averaged over 10 grams of tissue.

Thailand WWAN wireless notice
This telecom equipment has complied with NTC regulations.

Taiwan notices
Wireless LAN 802.11a devices

Wireless LAN 802.11b devices

Airline travel notice
Use of electronic equipment onboard commercial aircraft is at the discretion of the airline.

Thailand WWAN wireless notice
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User-replaceable battery notices
When a battery has reached the end of its useful life, do not dispose of the battery in general in
household waste. Follow the local laws and regulations in your area for computer battery disposal.
HP encourages customers to recycle used electronic hardware, HP original print cartridges, and
rechargeable batteries. For more information about recycling programs, refer to the HP Web site at
http://www.hp.com/recycle.
For information about removing a user-replaceable battery, refer to the user guide included with the
product.

ENERGY STAR® compliance
As an ENERGY STAR Partner, Hewlett-Packard Company has followed the EPA’s enhanced product
qualification and certification process to ensure that the products marked with the ENERGY STAR
logo are ENERGY STAR qualified per the applicable ENERGY STAR guidelines for energy
efficiency. The following logo appears on all ENERGY STAR-qualified computers:

The ENERGY STAR program for computers was created by the EPA to promote energy efficiency
and reduce air pollution through more energy-efficient equipment in homes, offices, and factories.
One way that products achieve this goal is by using the Microsoft® Windows® power management
feature to reduce power consumption when the product is not in use.
The power management feature allows the computer to initiate a low-power or “Sleep” mode after a
period of user inactivity. When used with an external ENERGY STAR qualified monitor, this feature
also supports similar power management features of the monitor. To take advantage of these
potential energy savings, the power management feature has been preset to behave in the following
ways when the system is operating on AC power:
●

Turn off the display after 15 minutes

●

Initiate Sleep after 30 minutes

The computer exits Sleep when the power/Sleep button is pressed. When the Wake On LAN (WOL)
feature is enabled, the computer can also exit Sleep in response to a network signal.
Additional information on the potential energy and financial savings of the power management feature
can be found on the EPA ENERGY STAR Power Management Web site at
http://www.energystar.gov/powermanagement.
Additional information on the ENERGY STAR program and its environmental benefits are available
on the EPA ENERGY STAR Web site at http://www.energystar.gov.
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Laser compliance
WARNING! Use of controls or adjustments, or performance of procedures other than those
specified in the laser product installation guide, may result in hazardous radiation exposure. To
reduce the risk of exposure to hazardous radiation:
Do not try to open the module enclosure. There are no user-serviceable components inside.
Do not operate controls, make adjustments, or perform procedures to the laser device other than
those specified in the laser product installation guide.
Allow only authorized service providers to repair the unit.
This product may be provided with an optical storage device (for example, a CD or DVD drive) and/or
a fiber optic transceiver. Each of these devices that contain a laser is classified as a Class 1 Laser
Product in accordance with IEC 60825-1 and meets the requirements for safety of that standard.
Each laser product complies with US FDA regulations of 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 or complies
with those regulations except for deviations pursuant to Laser Notice No. 50 dated June 24, 2007.

Modem notices
WARNING! To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, and injury to persons when using this device,
always follow basic safety precautions, including the following:
Do not use this product near water—for example, near a bathtub, wash bowl, kitchen sink or laundry
tub, in a wet basement, or near a swimming pool.
Avoid using this product during an electrical storm. There is a remote risk of electric shock from
lightning.
Do not use this product to report a gas leak while in the vicinity of the leak.
Always disconnect the modem cable before opening the equipment enclosure or touching an
uninsulated modem cable, jack, or internal component.
If this product was not provided with a telephone line cord, use only No. 26 AWG or larger
telecommunication line cord.
Do not plug a modem or telephone cable into the RJ-45 (network) jack.
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Telecommunications device approvals
The telecommunications device in the computer is approved for connection to the telephone network
in the countries and regions whose approval markings are indicated on the product label located on
the bottom of the computer or on the modem.
Refer to the user guide included with the product to ensure that the product is configured for the
country or region in which the product is located. Selecting a country or region other than the one in
which it is located may cause the modem to be configured in a way that violates the
telecommunication regulations/laws of that country or region. In addition, the modem may not function
properly if the correct country or region selection is not made. If, when you select a country or region,
a message appears that states that the country or region is not supported, this means that the
modem has not been approved for use in this country or region and thus should not be used.

Laser compliance
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U.S. modem statements
This equipment complies with Part 68 of the FCC Rules and the requirements adopted by the ACTA.
On the bottom of the computer or on the modem is a label that contains, among other information, a
product identifier in the format US:AAAEQ##TXXXX. Provide this information to the telephone
company if you are requested to do so.
Applicable certification jack USOC = RJ11C. A plug and jack used to connect this equipment to the
premises wiring and telephone network must comply with the applicable FCC Part 68 rules and
requirements adopted by the ACTA. A compliant telephone cord and modular plug is provided with
this product. It is designed to be connected to a compatible modular jack that is also compliant. See
installation instructions for details.
The REN is used to determine the number of devices that may be connected to a telephone line.
Excessive RENs on a telephone line may result in the devices not ringing in response to an incoming
call. In most but not all locations, the sum of RENs should not exceed five (5.0). To be certain of the
number of devices that may be connected to a line, as determined by the total RENs, contact the
local telephone company. For products approved after July 23, 2001, the REN for this product is part
of the product identifier that has the format US:AAAEQ##TXXXX. The digits represented by ## are
the REN without a decimal point (e.g., 03 is a REN of 0.3). For earlier products, the REN is separately
shown on the label.
If this HP equipment causes harm to the telephone network, the telephone company will notify you in
advance that temporary discontinuance of service may be required. But, if advance notice isn't
practical, the telephone company will notify you as soon as possible. Also, you will be advised of your
right to file a complaint with the FCC if you believe it is necessary.
The telephone company may make changes to its facilities, equipment, operations, or procedures
that could affect the operation of the equipment. If this happens, the telephone company will provide
advance notice in order for you to make necessary modifications to maintain uninterrupted telephone
service.
If trouble is experienced with this equipment, call technical support. If the equipment is causing harm
to the telephone network, the telephone company may request that you disconnect the equipment
until the problem is resolved. You should perform repairs only to the equipment specifically discussed
in the “Troubleshooting” section of the user guide, if one is provided.
Connection to party line service is subject to state tariffs. Contact the state public utility commission,
public service commission, or corporation commission for information.
If your home has specially wired alarm equipment connected to the telephone line, ensure that the
installation of this HP equipment does not disable your alarm equipment. If you have questions about
what will disable alarm equipment, consult your telephone company or a qualified installer.
The Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 makes it unlawful for any person to use a computer
or other electronic device, including a fax machine, to send any message unless such message
clearly contains in a margin at the top or bottom of each transmitted page, or on the first page of the
transmission, the date and time it is sent and an identification of the business, other entity, or other
individual sending the message, and the telephone number of the sending machine or such business,
other entity, or individual. (The telephone number provided may not be a 900 number or any other
number for which charges exceed local or long-distance transmission charges).
In order to program this information into your fax machine, you should complete the steps outlined in
the faxing software instructions.
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U.S. modem declarations
Refer to the following modem vendor declarations for the modem device installed in your computer:

Modem notices
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Canada modem statements
This equipment meets the applicable Industry Canada technical specifications.
The Ringer Equivalence Number, REN, is an indication of the maximum number of devices allowed to
be connected to a telephone interface. The termination on an interface may consist of any
combination of devices, subject only to the requirement that the sum of the RENs of all devices does
not exceed 5. The REN for this terminal equipment is 1.0.

Japan modem statements
If the computer does not have the Japanese certification mark on the bottom of the computer, refer to
the appropriate certification marking below.
The Japanese certification mark for the V.92 56K Data/Fax Modem is below:

New Zealand modem statements
The grant of a Telepermit for any item of terminal equipment indicates only that Telecom has
accepted that the item complies with minimum conditions for connection to its network. It indicates no
endorsement of the product by Telecom, nor does it provide any sort of warranty. Above all, it
provides no assurance that any item will work correctly in all respects with another item of
Telepermitted equipment of a different make or model, nor does it imply that any product is
compatible with all of Telecom's network services.
This equipment is not capable, under all operating conditions, of correct operation at the higher
speeds for which it is designed. Telecom will accept no responsibility should difficulties arise in such
circumstances.
If this device is equipped with pulse dialing, note that there is no guarantee that Telecom lines will
always continue to support pulse dialing.
Use of pulse dialing, when this equipment is connected to the same line as other equipment, may
give rise to bell tinkle or noise and may also cause a false answer condition. Should such problems
occur, the user should not contact the Telecom Faults Service.
Some parameters required for compliance with Telecom's Telepermit requirements are dependent on
the equipment (PC) associated with this device. The associated equipment shall be set to operate
within the following limits for compliance with Telecom's Specifications:
a.

There shall be no more than 10 call attempts to the same number within any 30-minute period
for any single manual call initiation.

b.

The equipment shall go on-hook for a period of not less than 30 seconds between the end of
one attempt and the beginning of the next attempt.

Modem notices
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c.

Where automatic calls are made to different numbers, the equipment shall be set to go on-hook
for a period of not less than 5 seconds between the end of one attempt and the beginning of the
next attempt.

d.

The equipment shall be set to ensure that calls are answered between 3 and 30 seconds of
receipt of ringing (So set between 2 and 10).

Voice support
All persons using this device for recording telephone conversations shall comply with New Zealand
law. This requires that at least one party to the conversation is aware that it is being recorded. In
addition, the Principles enumerated in the Privacy Act 1993 shall be complied with in respect to the
nature of the personal information collected, the purpose for its collection, how it is to be used, and
what is disclosed to any other party.
This equipment shall not be set to make automatic calls to the Telecom ‘111' Emergency Service.

Power cord notice
If you were not provided with a power cord for the computer or for an external power accessory
intended for use with the computer, you should purchase a power cord that is approved for use in
your country or region.
The power cord must be rated for the product and for the voltage and current marked on the product's
electrical ratings label. The voltage and current rating of the cord should be greater than the voltage
and current rating marked on the product. In addition, the diameter of the wire must be a minimum of
0.75 mm²/18AWG, and the length of the cord must be between 1.5 m (5 ft) and 2 m (6½ ft). If you
have questions about the type of power cord to use, contact your authorized service provider.
A power cord should be routed so that it is not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon
it or against it. Particular attention should be paid to the plug, electrical outlet, and the point where the
cord exits from the product.

Japan power cord notice

DC plug of external HP power supply

Macrovision Corporation notice
This product incorporates copyright protection technology that is protected by method claims of
certain U.S. patents and other intellectual property rights owned by Macrovision Corporation and
other rights owners. Use of this copyright protection technology must be authorized by Macrovision
Corporation and is intended for home and other limited viewing uses only, unless otherwise
authorized by Macrovision Corporation. Reverse engineering or disassembly is prohibited.
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Regulatory notices for desktops, thin
clients and personal workstations

Modem notices
WARNING! To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, and injury to persons when using this device,
always follow basic safety precautions, including the following:
Do not use this product near water—for example, near a bathtub, wash bowl, kitchen sink or laundry
tub, in a wet basement, or near a swimming pool.
Avoid using this product during an electrical storm. There is a remote risk of electric shock from
lightning.
Do not use this product to report a gas leak while in the vicinity of the leak.
Always disconnect the modem cable before opening the equipment enclosure or touching an
uninsulated modem cable, jack, or internal component.
If this product was not provided with a telephone line cord, use only No. 26 AWG or larger
telecommunication line cord.
Do not plug a modem or telephone cable into the RJ-45 (Ethernet network) jack.
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Telecommunications device approvals
The telecommunications device in the computer is approved for connection to the telephone network
in the countries and regions whose approval markings are indicated on the product label located on
the bottom of the computer or on the modem.
Refer to the user guide included with the product to ensure that the product is configured for the
country or region in which the product is located. Selecting a country or region other than the one in
which it is located may cause the modem to be configured in a way that violates the
telecommunication regulations/laws of that country or region. In addition, the modem may not function
properly if the correct country or region selection is not made. If, when you select a country or region,
a message appears that states that the country or region is not supported, this means that the
modem has not been approved for use in this country or region and thus should not be used.
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U.S. modem statements
This equipment complies with Part 68 of the FCC Rules and the requirements adopted by the ACTA.
On the bottom of the computer or on the modem is a label that contains, among other information, a
product identifier in the format US:AAAEQ##TXXXX. Provide this information to the telephone
company if you are requested to do so.
Applicable certification jack USOC = RJ11C. A plug and jack used to connect this equipment to the
premises wiring and telephone network must comply with the applicable FCC Part 68 rules and
requirements adopted by the ACTA. A compliant telephone cord and modular plug is provided with
this product. It is designed to be connected to a compatible modular jack that is also compliant. See
installation instructions for details.
The REN is used to determine the number of devices that may be connected to a telephone line.
Excessive RENs on a telephone line may result in the devices not ringing in response to an incoming
call. In most but not all locations, the sum of RENs should not exceed five (5.0). To be certain of the
number of devices that may be connected to a line, as determined by the total RENs, contact the
local telephone company. For products approved after July 23, 2001, the REN for this product is part
of the product identifier that has the format US:AAAEQ##TXXXX. The digits represented by ## are
the REN without a decimal point (e.g., 03 is a REN of 0.3). For earlier products, the REN is separately
shown on the label.
If this HP equipment causes harm to the telephone network, the telephone company will notify you in
advance that temporary discontinuance of service may be required. But, if advance notice isn't
practical, the telephone company will notify you as soon as possible. Also, you will be advised of your
right to file a complaint with the FCC if you believe it is necessary.
The telephone company may make changes to its facilities, equipment, operations, or procedures
that could affect the operation of the equipment. If this happens, the telephone company will provide
advance notice in order for you to make necessary modifications to maintain uninterrupted telephone
service.
If trouble is experienced with this equipment, call technical support. If the equipment is causing harm
to the telephone network, the telephone company may request that you disconnect the equipment
until the problem is resolved. You should perform repairs only to the equipment specifically discussed
in the “Troubleshooting” section of the user guide, if one is provided.
Connection to party line service is subject to state tariffs. Contact the state public utility commission,
public service commission, or corporation commission for information.
If your home has specially wired alarm equipment connected to the telephone line, ensure that the
installation of this HP equipment does not disable your alarm equipment. If you have questions about
what will disable alarm equipment, consult your telephone company or a qualified installer.
The Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 makes it unlawful for any person to use a computer
or other electronic device, including a fax machine, to send any message unless such message
clearly contains in a margin at the top or bottom of each transmitted page, or on the first page of the
transmission, the date and time it is sent and an identification of the business, other entity, or other
individual sending the message, and the telephone number of the sending machine or such business,
other entity, or individual. (The telephone number provided may not be a 900 number or any other
number for which charges exceed local or long-distance transmission charges).
In order to program this information into your fax machine, you should complete the steps outlined in
the faxing software instructions.
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Canadian modem statements
This equipment meets the applicable Industry Canada technical specifications.
The Ringer Equivalence Number, REN, is an indication of the maximum number of devices allowed to
be connected to a telephone interface. The termination on an interface may consist of any
combination of devices, subject only to the requirement that the sum of the RENs of all devices does
not exceed 5. The REN for this terminal equipment is 1.0.

Japanese modem statements
If the computer does not have the Japanese certification mark on the bottom of the computer, refer to
the appropriate certification marking below.
The Japanese certification mark for the LSI Corporation PCI-SV92EX Soft modem is below:

New Zealand modem statements
The grant of a Telepermit for any item of terminal equipment indicates only that Telecom has
accepted that the item complies with minimum conditions for connection to its network. It indicates no
endorsement of the product by Telecom, nor does it provide any sort of warranty. Above all, it
provides no assurance that any item will work correctly in all respects with another item of
Telepermitted equipment of a different make or model, nor does it imply that any product is
compatible with all of Telecom's network services.
This equipment is not capable, under all operating conditions, of correct operation at the higher
speeds for which it is designed. Telecom will accept no responsibility should difficulties arise in such
circumstances.
If this device is equipped with pulse dialing, note that there is no guarantee that Telecom lines will
always continue to support pulse dialing.
Use of pulse dialing, when this equipment is connected to the same line as other equipment, may
give rise to bell tinkle or noise and may also cause a false answer condition. Should such problems
occur, the user should not contact the Telecom Faults Service.
Some parameters required for compliance with Telecom's Telepermit requirements are dependent on
the equipment (PC) associated with this device. The associated equipment shall be set to operate
within the following limits for compliance with Telecom's Specifications:
a.

There shall be no more than 10 call attempts to the same number within any 30-minute period
for any single manual call initiation.

b.

The equipment shall go on-hook for a period of not less than 30 seconds between the end of
one attempt and the beginning of the next attempt.
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c.

Where automatic calls are made to different numbers, the equipment shall be set to go on-hook
for a period of not less than 5 seconds between the end of one attempt and the beginning of the
next attempt.

d.

The equipment shall be set to ensure that calls are answered between 3 and 30 seconds of
receipt of ringing (So set between 2 and 10).

Voice support
All persons using this device for recording telephone conversations shall comply with New Zealand
law. This requires that at least one party to the conversation is aware that it is being recorded. In
addition, the Principles enumerated in the Privacy Act 1993 shall be complied with in respect to the
nature of the personal information collected, the purpose for its collection, how it is to be used, and
what is disclosed to any other party.
This equipment shall not be set to make automatic calls to the Telecom ‘111' Emergency Service.

Electromagnetic compatibility notices
This guide provides country- and region-specific nonwireless and wireless regulatory notices and
compliance information for the computer product. Some of these notices may not apply to your
product.
One or more integrated wireless devices may be installed. In some environments, the use of wireless
devices may be restricted. Such restrictions may apply onboard airplanes, in hospitals, near
explosives, in hazardous locations, and so on. If you are uncertain of the policy that applies to the use
of this product, ask for authorization to use it before you turn it on.

Federal Communications Commission notice
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device,
pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can
radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may
cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference
will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or
television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is
encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:
●

Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

●

Increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver.

●

Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is
connected.

●

Consult the dealer or an experienced radio or television technician for help.

Modifications
The FCC requires the user to be notified that any changes or modifications made to this device that
are not expressly approved by Hewlett-Packard Company may void the user's authority to operate
the equipment.
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Cables
Connections to this device must be made with shielded cables with metallic RFI/EMI connector hoods
in order to maintain compliance with FCC Rules and Regulations.

Electromagnetic compatibility notices
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Declaration of conformity for products marked with the FCC logo (United States only)
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions:
1.

This device may not cause harmful interference, and

2.

This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation.

For questions regarding the product, contact:
Hewlett-Packard Company P.O. Box 692000, Mail Stop 530113 Houston, Texas 77269-2000
For questions regarding this FCC declaration, contact:
Hewlett-Packard Company P.O. Box 692000, Mail Stop 510101 Houston, Texas 77269-2000
Or, call (281) 514-3333.
To identify this product, refer to the part, series, or model number found on the product.

Products with wireless LAN devices
This product may be equipped with a wireless LAN device. This device must not be co-located or
operating in conjunction with any other antenna or transmitter.
WARNING! Exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation The radiated output power of this device is
below the FCC radio frequency exposure limits. Nevertheless, the device should be used in such a
manner that the potential for human contact is minimized during normal operation.
During normal operation: To avoid the possibility of exceeding the FCC radio frequency exposure
limits, human proximity to the antennae should not be less than 20 cm (8 inches). To identify the
location of the wireless antennae, refer to the documentation included with the computer.
CAUTION: When using IEEE 802.11a wireless LAN, this product is restricted to indoor use, due to
its operation in the 5.15- to 5.25-GHz frequency range. The FCC requires this product to be used
indoors for the frequency range of 5.15 GHz to 5.25 GHz to reduce the potential for harmful
interference to cochannel mobile satellite systems. High-power radar is allocated as the primary user
of the 5.25- to 5.35-GHz and 5.65- to 5.85-GHz bands. These radar stations can cause interference
with and/or damage to this device.

Australia telecom statement
The computer must be connected to the Telecommunication Network through a line cord that meets
the requirements of ACA Technical Standard TS008.
WARNING! Modems without integral RJ-11 that are shipped with this computer must be installed
only in devices displaying the A-tick.
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Brazil notice
Este equipamento opera em caráter secundário, isto é, não tem direito a proteção contra
interferência prejudicial, mesmo de estações do mesmo tipo, e não pode causar interferência a
sistemas operando em caráter primário.

CAUTION: A alimentação de energia é predefinida para 220/230Vv. Se você possuir tomada
elétrica de 110/115Vv, por favor, altere a chave na parte traseira do seu computador para a tensão
correta.

Canadian notice
This Class B digital apparatus meets all requirements of the Canadian Interference-Causing
Equipment Regulations. If this device has WLAN or Bluetooth capability, this device complies with
Industry Canada license-exempt RSS standard(s). Operation is subject to the following two
conditions: (1) this device may not cause interference, and (2) this device must accept any
interference, including interference that may cause undesired operation of the device.
WARNING! Exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation The radiated output power of this device is
below the FCC radio frequency exposure limits. Nevertheless, the device should be used in such a
manner that the potential for human contact is minimized during normal operation.
During normal operation: To avoid the possibility of exceeding the FCC radio frequency exposure
limits, human proximity to the antennae should not be less than 20 cm (8 inches). To identify the
location of the wireless antennae, refer to the documentation included with the computer.
CAUTION: When using IEEE 802.11a wireless LAN, this product is restricted to indoor use, due to
its operation in the 5.15- to 5.25-GHz frequency range. Industry Canada requires this product to be
used indoors for the frequency range of 5.15 GHz to 5.25 GHz to reduce the potential for harmful
interference to co-channel mobile satellite systems. High-power radar is allocated as the primary user
of the 5.25- to 5.35-GHz and 5.65- to 5.85-GHz bands. These radar stations can cause interference
with and/or damage to this device.
The antenna for this device is not replaceable. Any attempt at user modification may damage your
computer.
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European Union regulatory notice
Products bearing the CE marking comply with the following EU Directives:
●

Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC

●

EMC Directive 2004/108/EC

●

Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC where applicable

CE Compliance of this product is only valid if the requirements of Power cord set requirements
on page 34 are met and, where applicable, the correct CE-marked AC adapter provided by HP is
used.
If this product has telecommunications functionality, it also complies with the essential requirements
of the following EU Directive:
●

R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC

Compliance with these directives implies conformity to harmonized European standards (European
Norms) that are listed in the EU Declaration of Conformity issued by HP for this product or product
family. This compliance is indicated by one of the following conformity markings placed on the
product.
●

The following CE marking is valid for non-telecommunications products and for EU harmonized
telecommunications products, such as Bluetooth®.

●

The following CE marking is valid for EU non-harmonized telecommunications products.

*If applicable, a 4-digit notified body number is inserted between CE and ! (the exclamation
mark). Refer to the regulatory label provided on this product.
The telecommunications functionality of this product may be used in the following EU and EFTA
countries:
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, and United Kingdom.
The official EU CE declaration of conformity for this device may be found at http://www.hp.eu/
certificates.
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The point of contact for regulatory matters is Hewlett-Packard GmbH, HQ-TRE, Herrenberger Strasse
140, 71034 Boeblingen, Germany.

Products with wireless modules
THIS DEVICE MEETS INTERNATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR EXPOSURE TO RADIO FREQUENCY
RADIATION.
The wireless module in your computer is a radio transmitter and receiver. The device is designed not
to exceed the limits for exposure to radio frequency (RF) recommended by international guidelines
(ICNIRP). These limits are part of comprehensive guidelines that establish permitted levels of RF
radiation for the general population. The guidelines were developed by independent scientific
organizations through periodic and thorough evaluation of scientific studies. The device also meets
the European R&TTE directives, including the protection of the health and the safety of the user and
any other person.
The exposure standard for mobile devices employs a unit of measurement known as the Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR).* The SAR was obtained by testing the device at standard operating positions
with the device transmitting at its highest certified power level in all tested frequency bands. The
actual SAR of the device while operating can be well below the maximum value, because the device
operates at multiple power levels and uses only the power required to reach the network.
When installed in the computer, this device meets RF exposure guidelines when the antennas are
positioned at a minimum distance from the body. In order to transmit data or messages, this device
requires a quality connection to the network. In some cases, transmission of data or messages may
be delayed until such a connection becomes available. Be sure that the recommended distance is
observed until the transmission is complete.
*The non-FCC, international guidelines state that the SAR limit for mobile devices used by the public
is 2.0 watts/kilogram (W/kg) averaged over 10 grams of body tissue. The guidelines incorporate a
substantial margin of safety to give additional protection for the public and to account for any
variations in measurements. SAR values may vary depending on national reporting requirements and
the network band.
This equipment incorporates a radio transmitting and receiving device. In normal use, a separation
distance of 20 cm ensures that radio frequency exposure levels comply with the Australian and New
Zealand Standards.
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Products with 2.4-GHz wireless LAN devices
France
For 2.4 GHz Wireless LAN operation of this product certain restrictions apply: This product may be
used indoors for the entire 2400-2483.5 MHz frequency band (channels 1-13). For outdoor use, only
2400-2454 MHz frequency band (channels 1-7) may be used. For the latest requirements, see
http://www.arcep.fr.
L'utilisation de cet équipement (réseau local sans fil 2,4 GHz) est soumise à certaines restrictions :
cet équipement peut être utilisé à l'intérieur d'un bâtiment en utilisant toutes les fréquences de
2400 à 2483,5 MHz (Chaînes 1-13). Pour une utilisation à l'extérieur, seules les fréquences de
2400 à 2454 MHz (Chaînes 1-7) peuvent être utilisées. Pour les dernières restrictions, voir
http://www.arcep.fr.

European telephone network declaration (European Union only)
The product herewith complies with the requirements of the R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC (Annex II)
and carries the CE marking accordingly. However, due to differences between the individual PSTNs
provided in different countries/regions, the approval does not, of itself, give an unconditional
assurance of successful operation on every PSTN network termination point. In the event of
problems, you should contact your equipment supplier in the first instance.

European network compatibility declarations (European Union only)
This equipment has been designed to work with analogue DTMF Networks (TBR-21 compliant).
This equipment may have internetworking difficulties in PSTN networks that only support Pulse
Dialing. Please consult with your network operator for further assistance.

India telegraph act notice
The India Telegraph Act of 1885 requires that an IEEE 802.11a wireless LAN end user obtain a
license. To obtain this license, please contact The Wireless Planning & Coordination Wing, Ministry of
Communications, Sanchar Bhavan New Delhi.
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Japan notice
この装置は、クラス B 情報技術装置です。この装置は、家 庭環境で使用することを目的としています
が、この装置が ラジオやテレビジョン受信機に近接して使用されると、受 信障害を引き起こすこと
があります。取扱説明書に従って 正しい取り扱いをして下さい。
VCCI-B

Wireless LAN and Bluetooth certification markings
このデバイスに無線装置が搭載されている場合、それは認定された無線装置です。
If this device contains radio equipment, it is certified radio equipment.

South Korea notices
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Mexico notice
La operación de este equipo está sujeta a las siguientes dos condiciones: (1) este equipo puede que
no cause interferencia y (2) este equipo debe aceptar cualquier interferencia, incluyendo interferencia
que pueda ser causada por la operación no deseada.

NCC notice

IT ECO declarations
Desktop PCs and Thin Clients
http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/productdata/itecodesktop-pc.html?
jumpid=reg_R1002_USEN
Workstations
http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/productdata/itecoworkstatio.html
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Safety notices for notebook computers

Heat-related safety warning notice
WARNING! To reduce the possibility of heat-related injuries or of overheating the computer, do not
place the computer directly on your lap or obstruct the computer air vents. Use the computer only on
a hard, flat surface. Do not allow another hard surface, such as an adjoining optional printer, or a soft
surface, such as pillows or rugs or clothing, to block airflow. Also, do not allow the AC adapter to
contact the skin or a soft surface, such as pillows or rugs or clothing, during operation. The computer
and the AC adapter comply with the user-accessible surface temperature limits defined by the
International Standard for Safety of Information Technology Equipment (IEC 60950).

Potential safety conditions notice
If you notice any of the following conditions (or if you have other safety concerns), do not use the
computer: crackling, hissing, or popping sound, or a strong odor or smoke coming from the computer.
It is normal for these conditions to appear when an internal electronic component fails in a safe and
controlled manner. However, these conditions may also indicate a potential safety issue. Do not
assume it is a safe failure. Turn off the computer, disconnect it from its power source, and contact
technical support for assistance.

User-replaceable battery notices
WARNING! Risk of explosion if battery is replaced by an incorrect type. Dispose of used batteries
according to the instructions.
WARNING! To reduce the risk of fire or burns, do not disassemble, crush, or puncture; do not short
external contacts; do not dispose of in fire or water.
WARNING! Keep the battery away from children.
WARNING! To reduce potential safety issues, only the battery provided with the computer, a
replacement battery provided by HP, or a compatible battery purchased as an accessory from HP
should be used with the computer.

Heat-related safety warning notice
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Headset and earphone volume level notice
WARNING! Listening to music at high volume levels and for extended durations can damage one’s
hearing. To reduce the risk of hearing damage, lower the volume to a safe, comfortable level and
reduce the amount of time listening at high levels.
For your own safety, before using headsets or earphones, always reset the volume. Some
headphones are louder than other headphones, even if the volume control setting is the same.
Changing the default audio or equalizer settings might lead to higher volume and should only be done
with caution.
For your own safety, headsets or earphones used with this product should comply with the
headphone limits in EN 50332-2.
If the computer includes a headset or earphones, this combination is in compliance to EN 50332-1.

Power cord notices
WARNING! To reduce the risk of electric shock or damage to the equipment:
Plug the power cord into an AC outlet that is easily accessible at all times.
Disconnect power from the computer by unplugging the power cord from the AC outlet (not by
unplugging the power cord from the computer).
If provided with a 3-pin attachment plug on the power cord, plug the cord into a grounded (earthed) 3pin outlet. Do not disable the power cord grounding pin, for example, by attaching a 2-pin adapter.
The grounding pin is an important safety feature.
WARNING! To reduce potential safety issues, only the AC adapter provided with the computer, a
replacement AC adapter provided by HP, or an AC adapter purchased as an accessory from HP
should be used with the computer.

Cleaning the keyboard
WARNING! To reduce the risk of electric shock or damage to internal components, do not use a
vacuum cleaner attachment to clean the keyboard. A vacuum cleaner can deposit household debris
on the keyboard surface. Clean the keyboard regularly to prevent keys from sticking and to remove
dust, lint, and particles that can become trapped beneath the keys. A can of compressed air with a
straw extension can be used to blow air around and under the keys to loosen and remove debris.

Travel notice
WARNING! To reduce the risk of electric shock, fire, or damage to the equipment, do not attempt to
power the computer with a voltage converter kit sold for appliances.

Norway and Sweden: Cable grounding notice for
products with a TV tuner
CAUTION: To reduce potential safety issues, use a galvanic isolator when connecting to a cable
distribution system.
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Safety notices for desktops, thin
clients and personal workstations

Important safety information
WARNING! To reduce the risk of serious injury, read the Safety & Comfort Guide. It describes
proper workstation setup, posture, and health and work habits for computer users, and provides
important electrical and mechanical safety information. This guide is located on the Web at
www.hp.com/ergo and on the Documentation CD that is included with the product.
To reduce the risk of electric shock or damage to your equipment:
• Do not disable the power cord grounding plug. The grounding plug is an important safety feature.
• Plug the power cord in a grounded (earthed) outlet that is easily accessible at all times.
• Disconnect power from the thin client by unplugging the power cord from the electrical outlet.
The computer may be heavy; be sure to use ergonomically correct lifting procedures when moving it.
Install the computer near an AC outlet. The AC power cord is your computer’s main AC disconnecting
device and must be easily accessible at all times. For your safety, the power cord provided with your
computer has a grounded plug. Always use the power cord with a properly grounded wall outlet, to
avoid the risk of electrical shock.
To reduce the possibility of an electric shock from the telephone network, plug your computer into the
AC outlet before connecting it to the telephone line. Also, disconnect the telephone line before
unplugging your computer from the AC power outlet.
Always disconnect the modem cord from the telephone system before installing or removing your
computer cover.
Do not operate the computer with the cover removed.
For your safety, always unplug the computer from its power source and from any telecommunications
systems (such as telephone lines), networks, or modems before performing any service procedures.
Failure to do so may result in personal injury or equipment damage. Hazardous voltage levels are
inside the power supply and modem of this product.
CAUTION: If your computer is provided with a voltage select switch for use in a 115 or 230 V power
system, the voltage select switch has been pre-set to the correct voltage setting for use in the
particular country/region where it was initially sold. Changing the voltage select switch to the incorrect
position can damage your computer and void any implied warranty.
This product has not been evaluated for connection to an “IT” power system (an AC distribution
system with no direct connection to earth, according to IEC/EN 60950).

Important safety information
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Installation conditions
See installation instructions before connecting this equipment to the input supply.
WARNING! The equipment must be provided with a proper AC protective earth (PE) ground
connection.
Energized and moving parts may be inside the computer. Disconnect power to the equipment before
removing the enclosure. Replace and secure the enclosure before re-energizing the equipment.

Battery replacement notice
WARNING! The product may contain an internal lithium manganese dioxide, vanadium pentoxide,
or alkaline battery or battery pack. There is risk of fire and burns if the battery pack is not handled
properly. To reduce the risk of personal injury:
• Do not attempt to recharge the battery.
• Do not expose to temperatures higher than 60° C (140° F).
• Do not disassemble, crush, puncture, short external contacts, or dispose of in fire or water.
• Risk of explosion if battery is replaced by an incorrect type. Dispose of used batteries according to
the instructions.
• Replace only with the HP spare designated for this product.
For information about removing a battery, refer to your computer documentation.
Batteries, battery packs, and accumulators should not be disposed of together with the general
household waste. In order to forward them to recycling or proper disposal, please use the public
collection system or return them to HP, an authorized HP partner, or their agents.

The Taiwan EPA requires dry battery manufacturing or importing firms, in accordance with Article 15 of
the Waste Disposal Act, to indicate the recovery marks on the batteries used in sales, giveaways, or
promotions. Contact a qualified Taiwanese recycler for proper battery disposal.
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Headset and earphone volume level notice
WARNING! Listening to music at high volume levels and for extended durations can damage one’s
hearing. To reduce the risk of hearing damage, lower the volume to a safe, comfortable level and
reduce the amount of time listening at high levels.
For your own safety, before using headsets or earphones, always reset the volume. Some
headphones are louder than other headphones, even if the volume control setting is the same.
Changing the default audio or equalizer settings might lead to higher volume and should only be done
with caution.
If the computer includes a headset or earphones and bears the "GS" mark, this combination is in
compliance with EN 50332-1. For your own safety, headsets or earphones used with these products
should comply with the headphone limits in EN 50332-2.

Germany ergonomics notice
A system comprising HP brand products meets the applicable German ergonomic requirements if the
all affected constituent products bear the "GS" approval mark, for example Desktop PC, keyboard,
mouse and monitor.

Laser safety
For products equipped with optical drives or fiber optic transceivers.
This product may be provided with an optical storage device (i.e., CD or DVD drive) and/or fiber optic
transceiver. These contain lasers and are classified as Class 1 Laser Products in accordance with the
standard IEC/EN 60825-1 and comply with its requirements.
Each laser product complies with US FDA Regulations of 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 or complies
with those regulations except for deviations pursuant to Laser Notice No. 50, dated June 24, 2007.
WARNING! Use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those specified
herein or in the laser product’s installation guide may result in hazardous radiation exposure. To
reduce the risk of exposure to hazardous radiation:
• Do not try to open the module enclosure. There are no user-serviceable components inside.
• Do not operate controls, make adjustments, or perform procedures to the laser device other than
those specified herein.
• Allow only HP Authorized Service technicians to repair the unit.

Power supply and power cord set requirements
Power supply class I grounding requirements
For protection from fault currents, the equipment shall be connected to a grounding terminal. Plug the
system power cord into an AC outlet that provides a ground connection. Substitute cords may not
provide adequate fault protection. Only use the power cord supplied with this product or a HewlettPackard authorized replacement.

Headset and earphone volume level notice
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Denmark
For tilslutning af de øvrige ledere, se medfølgende installationsvejledning.

Finland
Laite on liitettävä suojamaadoituskoskettimilla varustettuun pistorasiaan.

Norway
Apparatet må kun tilkoples jordet stikkontakt.

Sweden
Apparaten skall anslutas till jordat uttag, när den ansluts till ett nätverk.

Power supply requirements
The power supplies on some products have external power switches. The voltage select switch
feature on the product permits it to operate from any line voltage between 100-127 or 200-240 volts
AC. Power supplies on those products that do not have external power switches are equipped with
internal circuits that sense the incoming voltage and automatically switch to the proper voltage.
For safety reasons, use only the AC adapter provided with the unit or an authorized replacement
adapter from Hewlett-Packard. Replacement part numbers may be found at http://www.hp.com/cgibin/hpsupport/index.pl.

For use in Norway
This product is also designed for an IT power system with phase-to-phase voltage 230V.

Power cord set requirements
The power cord set received with the product meets the requirements for use in the country where
the equipment was originally purchased. Use only the power cord provided with the unit or an
authorized replacement power cord from Hewlett-Packard or an approved HP source. Replacement
part numbers may be found at http://www.hp.com/cgi-bin/hpsupport/index.pl.
Power cord sets for use in other countries must meet the requirements of the country where you use
the product. For more information on power cord set requirements, contact your authorized HP
dealer, reseller, or service provider.
WARNING! Do not use power cords from other products.
Mismatched power cords may result in a shock and fire hazard.
The requirements listed below are applicable to all countries:
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1.

The power cord must be approved by an acceptable accredited agency responsible for
evaluation in the country where the power cord set will be installed.

2.

The length of the power cord must be between 1.8 m (6 feet) and 3.6 m (12 feet). For a power
cord 2.0 m (6.56 feet) or less, the diameter of the wire must be a minimum of 0.75 mm2 or
18AWG. If the power cord is longer than 2.0 m (6.56 feet), the diameter of the wire must be a
minimum of 1.0 mm2 or 16AWG.

Chapter 4 Safety notices for desktops, thin clients and personal workstations

The power cord should be routed so that it is not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed
upon it or against it. Particular attention should be paid to the plug, electrical outlet, and the point
where the cord exits from the product.
WARNING! Do not operate this product with a damaged power cord set. If the power cord set is
damaged in any manner, replace it immediately. Damaged cords may result in user exposure to
hazards.

Japan power cord requirements
For use in Japan, use only the power cord received with this product.
CAUTION: Do not use the power cord received with this product on any other products.

Pinch hazard
WARNING! Observe pinch hazard areas. Keep fingers away from closing parts.

China safety notices

Pinch hazard
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Germany acoustics notice
LpA is < 70dB(A)
Schalldruckpegel LpA = kleiner 70 dB(A)
Am Arbeitsplatz (operator position)
Normaler Betrieb (normal operation)
Nach ISO 7779:1999 (Typprüfung)
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5

Environmental notices for notebook
computers

This chapter provides country- and region-specific environmental notices and compliance information.
Some of these notices may not apply to your product.

Electronic hardware and battery recycling
HP encourages customers to recycle used electronic hardware, HP original print cartridges, and
rechargeable batteries. For more information about recycling programs, see the HP Web site at
http://www.hp.com/recycle.

Disposal of waste equipment by users

This symbol means do not dispose of your product with your other household waste. Instead, you
should protect human health and the environment by handing over your waste equipment to a
designated collection point for the recycling of waste electrical and electronic equipment. For more
information, please contact your household waste disposal service or go to http://www.hp.com/
recycle.

Electronic hardware and battery recycling
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Chemical substances
HP is committed to providing our customers with information about the chemical substances in our
products as needed to comply with legal requirements such as REACH (Regulation EC No
1907/2006 of the European Parliament and the Council). A chemical information report for this
product can be found at http://www.hp.com/go/reach.

China material content declarations

The Table of Toxic and Hazardous Substances/Elements and their Content
As required by China's Management Methods for Controlling Pollution by Electronic Information
Products

Toxic and Hazardous Substances and Elements
Lead
(Pb)

Mercury
(Hg)

Cadmium
(Cd)

Hexavalent
Chromium
(Cr(VI))

Polybrominated
biphenyls (PBB)

Polybrominated
diphenyl ethers
(PBDE)

Battery

X

O

O

O

O

O

Cables

X

O

O

O

O

O

Camera

X

O

O

O

O

O

Chassis/Other

X

O

O

O

O

O

Flash memory card
reader

X

O

O

O

O

O

Part Name
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Toxic and Hazardous Substances and Elements
Lead
(Pb)

Mercury
(Hg)

Cadmium
(Cd)

Hexavalent
Chromium
(Cr(VI))

Polybrominated
biphenyls (PBB)

Polybrominated
diphenyl ethers
(PBDE)

Floppy disk drive

X

O

O

O

O

O

Hard disk drive

X

O

O

O

O

O

Headphones

X

O

O

O

O

O

I/O PCAs

X

O

O

O

O

O

Keyboard

X

O

O

O

O

O

Liquid crystal display
(LCD) panel

X

O

O

O

O

O

Media (CD/DVD/floppy)

O

O

O

O

O

O

Memory

X

O

O

O

O

O

Motherboard, processor,
heat sinks

X

O

O

O

O

O

Mouse

X

O

O

O

O

O

Optical disk drive

X

O

O

O

O

O

Optional docking device

X

O

O

O

O

O

Power adapter

X

O

O

O

O

O

Power supply

X

O

O

O

O

O

Remote control

X

O

O

O

O

O

Smart card/Java™ card
reader

X

O

O

O

O

O

Speakers, external

X

O

O

O

O

O

TV tuner

X

O

O

O

O

O

USB flash memory drive

X

O

O

O

O

O

USB hub

X

O

O

O

O

O

Web camera

X

O

O

O

O

O

Wireless receiver

X

O

O

O

O

O

Wireless cards

X

O

O

O

O

O

Part Name

O: Indicates that this toxic or hazardous substance contained in all of the homogeneous materials for this part is below the
limit requirement in SJ/T11363-2006.
X: Indicates that this toxic or hazardous substance contained in at least one of the homogeneous materials used for this part
is above the limit requirement in SJ/T11363-2006.
All parts named in this table with an X are in compliance with the European Union's RoHS Legislation “Directive 2002/95/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 January 2003 on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous
substances in electrical and electronic equipment” and its amendments.
NOTE: The referenced Environmental Protection Use Period Marking was determined according to normal operating use
conditions of the product such as temperature and humidity.

China material content declarations
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Japan material content declaration
A Japanese regulatory requirement, defined by specification JIS C 0950, 2008, mandates that
manufacturers provide material content declarations for certain categories of electronic products
offered for sale after July 1, 2006. To view the JIS C 0950 material declaration for this product, see
the HP Web site at http://www.hp.com/go/jisc0950.
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Mexico Sustainable Energy Use Law
This product has been labeled in compliance with the Mexico Sustainable Energy Use Law requiring
disclosure of power consumption in the normal use (idle mode) and standby modes. Your product is
one of many configurations in this model family; the idle mode power consumption of your specific
configuration may vary from the information on the label. Actual power consumption of your product
may be higher or lower than the value reported on the Mexico product energy label due to factors
such as configuration (components and modules chosen) and usage (tasks being performed,
software installed and running, etc.).

Turkey EEE regulation
In Conformity with the EEE regulation
EEE Yönetmeliğine Uygundur

Ukraine Restriction of Hazardous Substances
The equipment complies with requirements of the Technical Regulation, approved by the Resolution
of Cabinet of Ministry of Ukraine as of December 3, 2008 № 1057, in terms of restrictions for the use
of certain dangerous substances in electrical and electronic equipment.
Україна обмеження на наявність небезпечних речовин
Обладнання відповідає вимогам Технічного регламенту щодо обмеження використання деяких
небезпечних речовин в електричному та електронному обладнані, затвердженого постановою
Кабінету Міністрів України від 3 грудня 2008 № 1057.

Perchlorate material—special handling may apply
See http://www.dtsc.ca.gov/hazardouswaste/perchlorate.
This product’s real-time clock battery or coin cell battery may contain perchlorate and may require
special handling when recycled or disposed of in California.

Mexico Sustainable Energy Use Law
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thin clients and personal workstations

Electronic hardware and battery recycling
HP encourages customers to recycle used electronic hardware, HP original print cartridges, and
rechargeable batteries. For more information about recycling programs, go to http://www.hp.com/
recycle.
For information about recycling the product in Japan, refer to http://www.hp.com/jp/hardwarerecycle/.

Disposal of waste equipment by users
This symbol means do not dispose of your product with your other household waste. Instead, you
should protect human health and the environment by handing over your waste equipment to a
designated collection point for the recycling of waste electrical and electronic equipment. For more
information, please contact your household waste disposal service or go to http://www.hp.com/recycle.
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ENERGY STAR® qualification (select models only)
NOTE:

This section applies only to products bearing the Energy Star logo.

As an ENERGY STAR Partner, Hewlett-Packard Company has followed the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) enhanced product qualification and certification process to ensure that the
products marked with the ENERGY STAR logo are ENERGY STAR-qualified per the applicable
ENERGY STAR guidelines for energy efficiency. The following logo appears on all ENERGY STARqualified computers.

The ENERGY STAR Computers Program was created by the EPA to promote energy efficiency and
reduce air pollution through more energy-efficient equipment in homes, offices, and factories. One
way products achieve this energy efficiency is by reducing power consumption when not being used
through the Microsoft Windows Power Management feature.
The Power Management feature enables the computer to enter a low-power (or “sleep”) mode after a
period of inactivity. When used with an external monitor that is ENERGY STAR-qualified, this feature
also supports the similar power management features of the external monitor.
To take advantage of this energy savings, the Power Management feature has been preset to power
down the computer and monitor after the following specified periods of inactivity:
Operating System

Computer

Monitor

Windows Vista, Windows 7

20 minutes

10 minutes

Windows Server 2008 R2

Never

10 minutes

Consumer Desktops

20 minutes

10 minutes

Thin Clients

Not applicable

15 minutes

Workstations

20 minutes

10 minutes

Business Desktops

Both the computer and monitor can be woken from sleep mode through user interaction with any of
the computer input devices (mouse, keyboard, and so on). When configured with Wake On LAN
(WOL) enabled, the computer can also be woken by a network signal.
See the EPA ENERGY STAR Power Management Web site for more information about the energy
and financial savings potential of the Power Management Feature: http://www.energystar.gov/
powermanagement.
See the EPA ENERGY STAR Web site for more information about the ENERGY STAR program and
its environmental benefits: http://www.energystar.gov.
CAUTION: Using the Energy Save Monitor feature with monitors that are not ENERGY STARqualified can cause video distortion when an Energy Save timeout occurs.

ENERGY STAR® qualification (select models only)
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NOTE:

ENERGY STAR is not supported on Linux or FreeDOS Desktop PCs.

ENERGY STAR is not supported on Linux workstations.
If it is necessary to restore the operating system, you must also reset the ENERGY STAR settings (if
applicable) after the restore.
To verify the factory default power settings for your desktop or workstation, select Start > Control
Panel, and then type Power Options in the search window.

Chemical substances
HP is committed to providing our customers with information about the chemical substances in our
products as needed to comply with legal requirements such as REACH (Regulation EC No.
1907/2006 of the European Parliament and the Council). A chemical information report for this
product can be found at http://www.hp.com/go/reach.

Mercury statement
This HP product may contain the following material that might require special handling at end-of-life:
●

Mercury in the fluorescent lamp in the display LCD

Disposal of mercury can be regulated because of environmental considerations. For disposal or
recycling information, please contact your local authorities or the Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA)
(http://www.eiae.org).

Perchlorate material—special handling may apply
The computer’s real-time clock battery may contain perchlorate and may require special handling
when recycled or disposed of in California. See http://www.dtsc.ca.gov/hazardouswaste/perchlorate/.
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China restriction of hazardous substances (RoHS)
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The Table of Toxic and Hazardous Substances/Elements and their Content as required by China's
Management Methods for Controlling Pollution by Electronic Information Products
Table 6-1 Toxic and Hazardous Substances and Elements
Part Name

Lead
(Pb)

Mercury
(Hg)

Cadmium
(Cd)

Hexavalent
Chromium
(Cr(VI))

Polybrominated
biphenyls
(PBB)

Polybrominated
diphenyl
ethers (PBDE)

Motherboard, processor and heat sink

X

O

O

O

O

O

China restriction of hazardous substances (RoHS)
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Table 6-1 Toxic and Hazardous Substances and Elements (continued)
Part Name

Lead
(Pb)

Mercury
(Hg)

Cadmium
(Cd)

Hexavalent
Chromium
(Cr(VI))

Polybrominated
biphenyls
(PBB)

Polybrominated
diphenyl
ethers (PBDE)

Memory

X

O

O

O

O

O

I/O PCAs

X

O

O

O

O

O

Power supply

X

O

O

O

O

O

Keyboard

X

O

O

O

O

O

Mouse

X

O

O

O

O

O

Chassis/Other

X

O

O

O

O

O

Fans

X

O

O

O

O

O

Internal/External Media Reading
Devices

X

O

O

O

O

O

External Control Devices

X

O

O

O

O

O

Cable

X

O

O

O

O

O

Hard Disk Drive

X

O

O

O

O

O

Display

X

X

O

O

O

O

O: Indicates that this toxic or hazardous substance contained in all of the homogeneous materials for
this part is below the limit requirement in SJ/T11363-2006.
X: Indicates that this toxic or hazardous substance contained in at least one of the homogeneous
materials used for this part is above the limit requirement in SJ/T11363-2006.
All parts named in this table with an “X” are in compliance with the European Union's RoHS
Legislation – “Directive 2002/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 January
2003 on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic
equipment”.
NOTE: The referenced Environmental Protection Use Period Marking was determined according to
normal operating use conditions of the product such as temperature and humidity.
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Japan restriction of hazardous substances (RoHS)
2008 年、日本における製品含有表示方法、JISC0950 が公示されました。製造事業者は、2006 年 7
月１日 以降に販売される電気・電子機器の特定化学物質の含有に付きまして情報提供を義務付けられ
ました。製品の部材表示に付きましては、
www.hp.com/go/jisc0950 を参照してください
A Japanese regulatory requirement, defined by specification JIS C 0950, 2008, mandates that
manufacturers provide Material Content Declarations for certain categories of electronic products
offered for sale after July 1, 2006.
To view the JIS C 0950 material declaration for this product, visit www.hp.com/go/jisc0950.

Ley para el Aprovechamiento Sustentable de la Energía
de México (Mexico Sustainable Energy Use Law)
Se ha etiquetado este producto en conformidad con la Ley para el Aprovechamiento Sustentable de
la Energía de México, que requiere la divulgación del consumo de energía del modo de uso normal
(modo inactivo) y del modo de espera. Su producto es una de las muchas configuraciones de esta
familia de modelos; el consumo de energía del modo inactivo de su configuración específica puede
diferir de la información de la etiqueta. El consumo real de energía de su producto puede ser mayor o
menor que el valor informado en la etiqueta de energía de producto para México a causa de factores
como la configuración (componentes y módulos seleccionados) y el uso (tareas que se están
efectuando, software instalado y en ejecución, etc.).
NOTE:

Esta ley no es aplicable a los workstations.

This product has been labeled in compliance with the Mexico Sustainable Energy Use Law requiring
disclosure of power consumption in the normal use (idle mode) and standby modes. Your product is
one of many configurations in this model family; the idle mode power consumption of your specific
configuration may vary from the information on the label. Actual power consumption of your product
may be higher or lower than the value reported on the Mexico product energy label due to factors
such as configuration (components and modules chosen) and usage (tasks being performed,
software installed and running, etc.).
NOTE:

This law is not applicable to workstations.

Turkey EEE regulation
Türkiye Cumhuriyeti: EEE Yönetmeliğine Uygundur

Japan restriction of hazardous substances (RoHS)
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Україна обмеження на наявність небезпечних речовин
(Ukraine restriction of hazardous substances)
Обладнання відповідає вимогам Технічного регламенту щодо обмеження використання деяких
небезпечних речовин в електричному та електронному обладнанні, затвердженого постановою
Кабінету Міністрів України від 3 грудня 2008 № 1057.
The equipment complies with requirements of the Technical Regulation, approved by the Resolution
of Cabinet of Ministry of Ukraine as of December 3, 2008 № 1057, in terms of restrictions for the use
of certain dangerous substances in electrical and electronic equipment.
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